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Thank you for your interest in the Circular City Centre - C3 and in the Circular Project Advisory 
Programme (CPA).

With this programme we aim to support EU cities in their circular transition. If you have a relatively mature circular project 
but need advisory support to bring it to a point where it may have better chances of securing funding, you may benefit 
from assistance under the CPA programme. 

The CPA programme provides financial and technical advisory support tailored to the need of project promoters. You can 
find more information about the programme on the C3's webpage. The programme is provided within the framework of 
Circular City Centre - C3, a joint initiative of the European Commission and the European Investment Bank funded under 
the InvestEU programme. 

More detailed description of the CPA programme is available here. 

We kindly ask you to fill in this form to better understand the characteristics of your project and the related advisory needs 
so that we can adapt the service offer to your needs. 

If you have any further questions or comments on the CPA programme or this form, contact us via C3@eib.org with “CPA 
Expression of Interest for city name” in the subject line. 

The information you provide in this Expression of Interest will be treated in line with the EIB policy on privacy and data 
protection and will not be used for publication in any form. Further information about how we collect and process person-
al data is available in this Privacy Notice.

With best wishes, 

The EIB C3 team
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1. Your city

Contact Information

Project Description

2. Your country

3. Project Promoter (Name, organisational form, role and mandate of the promoting entity, ca 30 Words) 

4. Project Contact (Name, function, and e-mail address) 

6. Project Summary (Brief summary of your project, focusing on its objectives, problems/needs addressed, the project 
scope and solutions developed to address the needs, implementing entities, sources of financing, etc., ca 250 
words) 

5. Project Name (Working title of your project)  

7. Which actions have been taken to assess the technical feasibility of the project? (Describe the technical feasibility 
of the project and preparatory work carried out to demonstrate this. Please attach relevant studies carried out or 
outline the status of such studies if they are still under preparation, ca. 150 words) 
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9.  What makes your project circular? (Describe which of the 9-R principles your project builds on? (ca. 100 words)) 

10. How does your project support the transition of the city to circular economy? (Describe which sectors, material 
flows and stakeholders are involved and how citizens benefit from your project proposal. Does your project 
encourage behavioural change? ca. 150 words) 

8. Which actions have been taken to assess the financial viability of the project? (Describe the financial viability of the 
project and preparatory work carried out to demonstrate this. Please attach relevant studies carried out or outline 
status of such studies if they are still under preparation, ca. 150 words) 

11. Briefly describe the timeline for preparing and implementing the project. (Describe upcoming milestones 
related to the project’s preparation and implementation. Provide information about the necessary approvals to 
implement the project and if these have been obtained, ca. 100 words)

12. Expected investment volume of project 

< EUR 20 million

EUR 20 - 50 million

> EUR 50 million

Cannot estimate
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13. Available financing for the project (Please indicate the funding / financing for the project that has already been 
secured, as well as its sources.) 

14. Please indicate if your Institution has working experience with grant-funded projects (EU, national grants), and 
with financing from International Financing Institutions such as the European Investment Bank. 

16. The C3 usually provides the CPA programmes in English. Does your team have any language limitations for 
participation in the programme in English or preferences for another language. If the latter, which language? 

15. Describe the advisory needs of your project that the CPA programme could address. (Which challenges or 
bottlenecks are you currently facing? What is missing in your project documentation? What type of advisory 
support can help your project mature to a stage at which it may have better chances of securing financing?  
ca. 200 words) 

Yes

If so, under which programme(s) / from which institutions: 

    

No

Needed Support
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